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Regional sea level change

Regional sea level changes can deviate substantially from those of the global mean, can vary on 

a broad range of timescales, and in some regions can even lead to a reversal of long-term global 

mean sea level trends.  The underlying causes are associated with dynamic variations in the 

ocean circulation as part of climate modes of variability and with an isostatic adjustment of 

Earth's crust to past and ongoing changes in polar ice masses and continental water storage. 

Relative to the coastline, sea level is also affected by processes such as earthquakes and 

anthropogenically induced subsidence. 



Ocean contribution to the Med Sea level change

Variations of Mediterranean sea level are driven by:

§ Mass redistribution inside the basin due to changes in the circulation 
and/or the atmospheric mechanical forcing

§ Thermal expansion, which can induce local and/or basin average 
changes

§ Changes in the nearby Atlantic sea level , which propagate as a 
barotropic signal into the Mediterranean as a basin-wide signal

§ Strait dynamic
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The Mediterranean Sea is a semi-enclosed basin displaying an active thermohaline circulation 
that is sustained by the atmospheric forcing and controlled by the narrow and shallow Strait of 
Gibraltar 

Mediterranean Thermohaline Circulation (MTHC)

The atmospheric forcing drives the Mediterranean basin toward a negative budget of water 
and heat, and toward a positive budget of salt. Over the basin, evaporation exceeds the sum 
of precipitation and rivers discharge, while through the surface a net heat flux is transferred to 
the overlying atmosphere. Mass conservation in the basin represents the last ingredient 
necessary to activate the MTHC 
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Chart of the Strait of Gibraltar, adapted from Armi & Farmer (1988), 
showing the principal geographic features referred to in the text. 
Areas deeper than 400 m are shaded

Espartel Sill
Camarinal Sill

Strait of Gibraltar Background

Tarifa Narrow
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Strait of Gibraltar Background: 3D Bathymetry
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Image of acoustic backscatter during ebb tide over Camarinal Sill in
the Strait of Gibraltar (Wesson and Gregg, 1994)

Strait of Gibraltar Background: Physics

Strong mixing and entrainment mainly driven by the 
very intense tides.

semidiurnal constituents and particularly for M2. The opposite behavior
is found in the Atlantic layer, where amplitude increases monotonically
from east to west. Phases of semidiurnal constituents also show such
monotonic characteristic. This behavior was reported by García-
Lafuente et al. (2000) between the eastern exit of the strait and the
main sill of Camarinal and the analysis here not only confirms this result
but also extends it to the western exit of the strait. Between GC and CS,
the amplitude of M2 transport in theMediterranean layer is reduced by
more than 50% while it is nearly 6 times greater in the Atlantic layer at
CS (Table 2). A very clear transfer of the tidal signal from theMediterra-
nean to the Atlantic layer takes place between GC and CS during the
flood tide and vice-versa during the ebb tide. This fact led Bray et al.
(1990) to propose the conceptual model of a membrane-like interface
between CS and GC sections whose role would be the transfer of the
tidal signal from one layer to the other. Phase difference between
these locations in the Atlantic layer indicates that tidal transport propa-
gates fromCS to GC, a fact that is ascribed to the strong baroclinic nature
of the internal tide. An inspection of values in Table 2 indicates that the
same behavior applies between CS and ES sections.

The two-layer sketches presented in Fig. 4 illustrate key aspects of
the tidal dynamics in the strait and explain the aforementioned diver-
gences. Fig. 4.a represents the hypothetical mean exchange and mean
interface position in the absence of tidal forcing. Tidal transports as-
sociated with M2 within each layer (small two-headed arrows with
size proportional to the transport, which is indicated by the numbers
beside) and the total barotropic transport (large arrows with numbers
inside) have been included for ES, CS and GC sections (see Fig. 1 for lo-
cations). Notice that M2 transport by itself (3.1 Sv) would reverse the
mean flow, which is around 0.8 to 1 Sv in each layer (Baschek et al.,
2001; Garcia-Lafuente et al., 2002a; Sánchez-Román et al., 2009), if it
were equally distributed among both layers. This is not the case at the
strait's boundaries because most of the tidal flow moves through the
passive, slow-flowing layer (Mediterranean layer in the east, Atlantic
layer in the west), making them reverse periodically. At these bound-
aries, however, the tidal transport in the active, fast-flowing layers is in-
sufficient to reverse the total flow. In CS the amplitude of M2 in any
layer is greater than 1 Sv and, except for some neap tides, the total
flow in each layer reverses during part of the tidal cycle.

Fig. 4.b sketches the flow during flood tide (thick gray line in the
sea level graph) that implies westward barotropic tidal transport
(thick arrow beside the graph). At this time, the flow is hydraulically
controlled at CS and only a limited volume of the west-going tidal flow
that has flown through GC is able to surpass the sill, the rest remaining
trapped between both sections. Consequently, the interface is pushed up-
ward and forces water in the Atlantic layer to move away from the area.
Part of it moves eastward, thus reducing the amplitude of tidal currents
in the upper layer at GC, but most of it goes on to the west, transferring
the signal from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic layer. Some tidal flow
can be transferred cross-strait reaching the continental shelf of both the
Spanish and Moroccan coasts and promoting some coastal recirculation.
This topic will be addressed in the next section. At the ES section, west
of CS, the Mediterranean flow is also hydraulically controlled. In fact, the
hydraulic control in ES is more permanent than in CS (Sánchez-Román,
2008b; Sannino et al., 2007, 2009) and the reduced fraction of the tidal
transport crossing CS is not even able to overflow ES. Consequently, the
water accumulates in the Tangier basin forcing the flow to change to sub-
critical and originating the well-known internal hydraulic jump down-
stream CS (Armi and Farmer, 1988; Sanchez-Garrido et al., 2008, 2011).
Once more the interface is pushed up displacing the Atlantic water
above toward the Atlantic Ocean and completing the transfer of the
large tidal signal that is observed in the lower layer in the east to the
upper layer in the west. A first guess of the interface vertical excursion
in the Tangier basin is obtained by integrating the equation

S
∂η
∂t ¼ Q2;E−Q2;C ð6Þ

where η is the interface depth, S is its horizontal area assumed constant
and equal to the area at its mean depth in the inter-sill region (160 m),
and Q2,E and Q2,C are the tidal transports in the Mediterranean layer
through the ES and CS sections, respectively. The equation,which is appli-
cable to any constituent, gives a vertical excursion of around 75 m for M2

(35 m for S2), which is an important fraction of the water depth in the
Tangier basin (~500 m).

During ebb tide the situation reverses, but the interpretation is
rather similar. The main difference is the flooding of the hydraulic
control in CS by the end of the flood tide when the tidal current
weakens and the subsequent release of the internal jump that propa-
gates as an internal bore with the associated short-wavelength inter-
nal wave packet to the east (Fig. 4.c). The flooding of CS control allows
the accumulated Mediterranean water in the Tangier basin to flow
eastward, thus reversing the flow in this layer at CS, although part
of the water keeps on flowing westward, smoothing out the ampli-
tude of tidal currents at ES in this layer. The Mediterranean water ac-
cumulated between CS and GC in the previous flood evacuates toward
the Mediterranean through GC, a process favored by the hydraulic
control in Tarifa narrows that prevents the large volume of Atlantic
water moving to the east during the ebb tide to cross the control sec-
tion. As this water accumulates between CS and GC, it pushes down the
interface and forces the Mediterranean water below to flow back

Fig. 4. Two-layer sketch to explain tidal transport divergence in each layer. (a) Plate of the
mean exchange with indication of M2 tidal transport. The mean flow of around 0.8 Sv in
each layer has not been indicated to prevent the figure from being overcrowded with
numbers. (b) Illustration of the flood tide (barotropic tidal current toward the Atlantic
Ocean). (c) The same for ebb tide (tidal current toward the Mediterranean). See text for
a more detailed explanation.

14 A. Sánchez-Román et al. / Journal of Marine Systems 98–99 (2012) 9–17

A. Sánchez-Román et al, JGR 2012
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If the exchange is subject to one hydraulic control in the western part of the Strait, the regime is 
called submaximal, while if the flow exchange is also controlled in the eastern part of the Strait 
along TN, the regime is called maximal. 

The maximal regime can be expected to have larger heat, salt, and mass fluxes and to respond 
more slowly to changes in stratification and thermohaline forcing within the Mediterranean Sea 
and the North Atlantic Ocean.

Strait of Gibraltar Background: Hydraulics 



Hydraulics jump: an example 



Mediterranean sea level reproduced by CMIP5* global models (present climate)

*Coupled Model Intercomparison Project  - h?ps://cmip.llnl.gov/cmip5/

Global climate models: present climate seasonal means
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Climate models,  both at global and regional scale, 
represent the Strait of Gibraltar like a 

rectangular pipe

Questions & Motivation  

Strait of Gibraltar
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• Is it reasonable?

• If NOT, what are 
these models
neglecting?

• If NOT, what is the 
minimum resolution to 
adopt for the Strait?

Questions & Motivation  

Climate models,  both at global and regional scale, 
represent the Strait of Gibraltar like a 

rectangular pipe
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Answer: Direct simulation of the Strait at high resolution 
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Modified POM

Minimal Hor. Resolution: < 500 m

External Time-Step: 0.1 sec

O1 K1 diurnal tidal component 

M2 S2 diurnal tidal component 

•Sannino et al, JGR-Book, 2013

•Sannino et al, JPO, 2009

•Sanchez et al, JGR, 2009  

•Garrido et al, JGR, 2008   

•Garcia-Lafuente et al, JGR, 2007

•Sannino et al, JGR, 2007

•Sannino et al , NC, 2005

•Sannino et al, JGR, 2004    

•Sannino et al, JGR, 2002

Sub-basin Model: Cadiz – Gibraltar - Alboran
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salinity along-strait section

Sub-basin Model: Cadiz – Gibraltar - Alboran
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Velocity @ 5 m Velocity @ 250 m

Sub-basin Model: Cadiz – Gibraltar - Alboran
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Sánchez-Román et al., JGR, 2009

Max Differences:
Amp: 10 cm s-1

Pha:   20°

Tidal Components comparison
Surface elevation

Tidal Components comparison
Along-strait velocity 

Max Differences:
Amp: 3.6 cm
Pha:   11°

Sannino et al.,JPO, 2009

Sub-basin Model: Cadiz – Gibraltar - Alboran
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G2 = F 2
1 + F 2

2

In order to determine whether a particular state is subcritical, supercritical, or critical, it is

helpful to rewrite this equation as:

where

Strait of Gibraltar: new 3Layer Hydraulic Theory

Sannino et al, JPO, 2009
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Bars indicating the presence of provisional supercritical flow
with respect to one mode (black) and with respect to both
modes (grey) in the three main regions of the Strait: Espartel
Sill, Camarinal Sill and Tarifa Narrow. Lower panel indicates
tidal elevation at Tarifa.

POM model and hydraulics 
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Are the hydraulic results model depended?

To answer the question the exchange flow simulated by POM has been
compared with the exchange flow simulated by a very high resolution
non-hydrostatic model implemented for the Strait region.

POM model and hydraulics 
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MITgcm vs POM : model grids 

POM grid
Max resolu0on

300 m

MITgcm grid
Max resolution

25 m
(only 25% of the 

actual grid is shown)

Sannino et al 2014
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MITgcm vs POM : model bathymetry

Real bathymetry

POM bathymetry
32 sigma-levels

MITgcm bathymetry
53 ver:cal zeta-levels

(par:al cell)

Sannino et al 2014
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MITgcm model simulation 

Interface depth evolution
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POM MITgcm

MITgcm vs POM – Internal bore evolution
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MITgcm vs POM – Internal bore evolution

Horizontal velocity
(m/s)

MITgcm POM
Vertical velocity

(m/s)

MITgcm POM
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POM MITgcm

Garrido et al. jgr 2011

MITgcm vs POM – Internal bore evolution
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Observed and models interface layer thickness

a) Locations of historical 
conductivity-temperature-depth 
data (CTD, black dots) collected 
in the Strait. 

b) Interface layer thickness 
computed from CTD data.

c) BoHom topography along the 
central axis of the Strait.

POM
MIT
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MITgcm vs POM alongstrait hydraulics

Frequency of occurrence, over 
the tropical month period, of 
supercritical flow with respect 
to one mode (a) and both
modes (b) along the Strait as 
obtained by POM (dashed 
line) and MITgcm (solid line).

MITgcm displays a marked along-strait variability associated to the finer description of the 
bathymetry. Moreover when both modes are supercritical (a), MITgcm predicts lower values all 
along the Strait with respect to POM, except for ES where on the contrary MITgcm exceeds POM.
When the flow is supercritical with respect to just one mode, the major differences are confined 
along TN. In particular POM predicts higher frequencies with respect to MITgcm.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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MITgcm vs POM alongstrait hydraulics

POM

MITgcm
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Evolution of the horizontal 
velocity field along longitudinal 
Sectionin the middle of the 
Strait during the arrival of an 
interval wave train to TN. 
Elapse time between frames is 
1.33 hours. Panels on the top of 
each frame indicate the flow 
criticality; zero: subcritical
flow; one: only one internal 
mode controlled; two: both 
internal modes controlled. 

MITgcm vs POM alongstrait hydraulics & bore propagation
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MITgcm sensitivity to non-hydrostaticity

MITgcm NON Hydrostatic

MITgcm Hydrostatic
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MITgcm alongstrait hydraulics & bore propagation-Hydrostatic

Hydrostatic NON-Hydrostatic
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MITgcm alongstrait hydraulics & bore propagation-Hydrostatic

POM
Original simulation MITgcm 

NON-Hydrostatic
Original grid

MITgcm
hydrostatic

Model grid as POM
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•Variable horizontal resolution 

(1/16� up to 1/200�)

•72 vertical levels

•Tidal forcing (main 4 components)

•Surface atmospheric pressure

MITgcm 

New modeling strategy for the Mediterranean

X - 6 SANNINO ET AL.: SHORT TITLE
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Figure 2: Model grid over the Western Mediterranean Sea.
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Figure 3: Atlantic (black) and Mediterranean (gray) transports computed from the tidal simulation for section at 6.22◦W
(upper panel), 5.76◦W (middle panel) and 5.33◦W (lower panel).
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Results: temperature in the Strait

Time series of the vertical minimum 
temperature for the years 1963-
1967. Upper panel for the CS and 
lower panel for ES. ExpT in grey, 
ExpNT in black 

Time series of the difference
between daily minimum 
temperature in CS and in ES filtered
off frequencies higher than 30 days. 
ExpT in grey, ExpNT in black. tide

no-Nde

Sannino et al. 2015  
Progress in Ocean.
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Results: salinity in the Strait

Time series of the vertical 
maximum salinity for the years 
1963-1967. Upper panel for the CS 
and lower panel for ES. ExpT in grey, 
ExpNT in black 

Time series of the difference
between daily maximum salinity in 
CS and in ES filtered off frequencies 
higher than 30 days. ExpT in grey, 
ExpNT in black. 

No-tide

Tide

Sannino et al. 2015  
Progress in Ocean.
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Temperature difference between the 
ExpT and ExpNT. Data are ver@cally 
averaged between the upper layer and 
150 m. Time-averaged over the en@re 
simulated period

Temperature difference between the 
ExpT and ExpNT. Data are vertically 
averaged between 150 m and 500m. 
Time-averaged over the entire simulated 
period

Results: temperature difference

Sannino et al. 2015  
Progress in Ocean.
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Salinity difference between the ExpT
and ExpNT. Data are vertically averaged 
between the upper layer and 150 m. 
Time-averaged over the entire simulated 
period

Salinity difference between the ExpT
and ExpNT. Data are vertically averaged 
between 150 m and 500m. Time-
averaged over the entire simulated 
period

Results: salinity difference

Sannino et al. 2015  
Progress in Ocean.
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Results: surface circulation

Temperature at 50m time-averaged over the period October-December 1962 

ExpTD ExpNoTD
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Temperature at 50m time-averaged over 
the period October-December 1962
(upper panel) October-December 1963
(middle panel), and October-December 
1964 (lower panel). One of three values 
of velocity are plotted. Left ExpT, right 
ExpNT

Results: surface circulation
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Mixed layer depth (m)

NO-TIDE

TIDE

Results: Mixed Layer Depth

Naranjo et al . Progress in Oceanography (2014)



The Mediterranean Sea is a semi-enclosed basin displaying an active thermohaline circulation that is 
sustained by the atmospheric forcing and controlled by the narrow and shallow Strait of Gibraltar 

The atmospheric forcing drives the Mediterranean basin toward a negative budget of water and heat, and 
toward a positive budget of salt. Over the basin, evaporation exceeds the sum of precipitation and rivers 
discharge, while through the surface a net heat flux is transferred to the overlying atmosphere. Mass 
conservation in the basin represents the last ingredient necessary to activate the MTHC 

Background geography



The Mediterranean Sea is a semi-enclosed basin displaying an active thermohaline circulation that is 
sustained by the atmospheric forcing and controlled by the narrow and shallow Strait of Gibraltar 

Turkish Strait System Background: Where?

The atmospheric forcing drives the Mediterranean basin toward a negative budget of water and heat, and 
toward a positive budget of salt. Over the basin, evaporation exceeds the sum of precipitation and rivers 
discharge, while through the surface a net heat flux is transferred to the overlying atmosphere. Mass 
conservation in the basin represents the last ingredient necessary to activate the MTHC 



 

The Mediterranean Sea is a semi-enclosed basin displaying an active thermohaline circulation that is 
sustained by the atmospheric forcing and controlled by the narrow and shallow Strait of Gibraltar 

Turkish Strait System Background: Bathymetry

Length 35 km
Min. width 0.7 km 

MODIS image



upper layer circulation

lower layer circulation

Beşiktepe et al. 1994

Turkish Strait System Background: 2-layer circulation

!Dardanelles                  Marmara      Bosphorus  Black
Strait                              Sea                  Strait         Sea



29 April 2013

Turkish Strait System Background: Surface Circulation



Turkish Strait System Background: Previous modeling attempts

The Turkish straits system is a complex environment characterized by 
highly contrasting properties in a region of high climatic variability.

An all time challenge is the modeling of the entire system: 
Dardanelles – Maramara Sea – Bosphorous. 

 

Question:

can we use state-of-art 
finite difference model to
reproduce correctly the 
TSS circulation?



Turkish Strait System (TSS) model: unique grid – variable resolution

The extreme environment has been represented as a whole and with the full details of its highly 
contras9ng proper9es. The huge compu9ng resources needed to run such an ambi9ous model 
have been provided by the EU ini9a9ve PRACE (Partnership for Advanced Compu9ng in Europe). 

Dx= 35m-500m
Dy =60m-1000m
Grid Size=1728x648x100

MITgcm



The model is ini,alized with three different water masses filling the western part of the 

domain, the Marmara Sea and the eastern side of the domain respec,vely, with 

ver,cal profiles selected from CTD casts obtained during the cruise of the R/V B İL İM 

of the Ins,tute of Marine Sciences in June-July 2013. With the ini,al condi,on 

specified as lock-exchanges at the two straits, the model is leJ free to adjust to the 

expected two-way exchange. 

MITgcm TSS model: Initial Conditions



Sannino et al. 
ODY 2017



Three experiments were conducted to study the sensitivity of the circulation to different net barotropic flows: 
5600, 9600, 18000, and 50000 m3/sec

Forced net 
barotropic flow 
18000 m3/sec 
experiment

Surface salinity

Salinity @ 36m
Sannino et al. 
ODY 2017



TSS model: along straits section

Model results will be shown along the black line indicated in the figure 



Flux=5600m3/s



Flux=-5600m3/s

Marmara         Bosphorus                    Black Sea

OBSERVATIONS

MITgcm TSS model: Bosphorus along-strait salinity field



Q=0$m3/s,$day=100,$range=3.5cm

Q=5600$m3/s,$day=65,$range=4.5$cm$(8)$

$
Q=18000$m3/s,$day=65,$range=6.5cm$(8)$

$
$
Q=50000$m3/s,$day=65,$range=12$cm$(8)$

$

MITgcm TSS model: sea level anomaly field



Q=5600 m3/s, day=65

Q=50000 m3/s, day=65

MITgcm TSS model: TSS cross-section salinity field

Q=0 m3/s, day=65
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TSS model: Bosphorus transport – Model vs Observations

Sannino et al. 
ODY 2017



TSS model: Bosphorus transport – Model vs Observations

Upper layer blocked
Lower layer blocked
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First Black Sea –Mediterranean model with a �realistic� connection 

MITgcm – Explicit Tides (M2,S2, K1, O1) – Lateral Tide + 
Tidal Potential
Average resolution 1/16° (2.3 Km)
Minimum resolution 230m (Gibraltar and Turkish Straits)
100 Vertical Levels



First Black Sea –Mediterranean model with a �realistic� connection 

MITgcm – Explicit Tides (M2,S2, K1, O1) – Lateral Tide + 

Tidal PotenAal

Average resoluAon 1/16° (2.3 Km)

Minimum resoluAon 230m (Gibraltar and Turkish Straits)

100 VerAcal Levels

0.5°x0.5 reconstruction of river 
basins discharging into the 
Mediterranean and the Black 
Sea, extracted from the 
global data used in Wisser at 
al., 2010. Only the portion of 
the Nile catchment downstream 
of the Aswan Dam is accounted 
for.



First Black Sea –Mediterranean model with a �realistic� connection 

MITgcm – Explicit Tides (M2,S2, K1, O1) – Lateral Tide + Tidal PotenAal

Average resoluAon 1/16° (2.3 Km)

Minimum resoluAon 230m (Gibraltar and Turkish Straits)

100 VerAcal Levels

Conclusions and Future Work
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CORDEX

CORDEX is a WCRP Project:

The Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX)

Med-CORDEX is one of the 14 regional CORDEX domains. It has been proposed by the 
Mediterranean climate research community as a follow-up of previous and existing 
initiatives. It is supported by HyMeX and MedCLIVAR international programs.
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Med-CORDEX

Euro-CORDEX is one of the 14 regional CORDEX domain. It has been proposed by the 
Mediterranean climate research community as a follow-up of previous and existing 
initiatives. 

Med-CORDEX
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Ocean contribution to the Mediterranean sea level change

*Coupled Model Intercomparison Project  - https://cmip.llnl.gov/cmip5/

Model forced by: Euro-CORDEX run - MOHC-HadGEM2-ES*-SMHI-historical

Mediterranean sea level (present climate 1970-2005)
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Ocean contribution to the Mediterranean sea level change

*Coupled Model Intercomparison Project  - https://cmip.llnl.gov/cmip5/

Model forced by: Euro-CORDEX run - MOHC-HadGEM2-ES*-SMHI-rcp85

Mediterranean sea level (future climate 2097-2100)
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Ocean contribution to the Mediterranean sea level change

rcp85historical


